
4 Simple Strategies to 
Beat Procrastion



Hi, I'm Stacey Myers!

@staceylmyers

Welcome!Welcome!

It's so great to
have you here!



4 Simple Strategies

PLAN

Write down

exactly

what you

want to do.

ALLOW

Allow the

urge that

you don't

want to do it.

DO

Do the work

that you have

written

down.

REPEAT

Repeat

these steps

over and

over again.



What is
Your Goal?



Procrastination as it
pertains to achieving

your goal.

*Not procrastinating on doing the dishes
- but the concept is the same.



2 Allow



You planned the actions
you need to take to
achieve your goal,

BUT
when it's time to do it

you just don't feel like it.





Why?



Because at that point,
what's actually running

the show is the

reptilian part of
your brain.



survival
instant gratification
instinct
most reward for the least
amount of effort
avoiding pain
habits and procedural
memory

It is responsible for:



It wants us to
avoid any emotion
that it perceives as

negative.



fear
overwhelm
frustration
boredom
anxiety
rejection
discomfort

Emotions such as:



Procrastination is
actually a protection
mechanism.

It is the flight part of
fight or flight.



Let's look at some examples: 

Asking someone on a date - rejection

Launching a new program - fear

Learning how to do something

complicated - frustration 

Asking your boss for a raise - anxiety



We avoid our emotions by

working on something else
watching TV
social media
shopping
eating
drinking
sleeping, etc.

avoiding taking the action
at all

or by taking other actions



What about instead of
avoiding the emotion (by

procrastinating), we

allow it?



create our emotions.

Our thoughts



By not resisting, reacting
or avoiding it.

By allowing the urge and
feeling the emotion.

So, how do we allow it?



The easiest way is have a
look at what is actually

going on with the
emotion.



What am I feeling?

Where is it in my body?

What colour is this feeling?

Is it hard or soft?

Is it fast or slow?

How does this feeling make me

what to react?

Why am I feeling this?

Ask yourself some questions:



Let the emotion feel how it

feels.

Don't judge it.

Observe it.

Remember that it is only your

brain trying to protect you.

Then just:



heart beating faster
tightness in your stomach
a red face
dry mouth
...

The worst thing that
can happen is what?



Let's relook at those examples: 

Asking someone on a date - rejection

Launching a new program - fear

Learning how to do something

complicated - frustration 

Asking your boss for a raise - anxiety



your brain is just trying to
stop you from dying.
that allowing an emotion
isn't going to kill you.
that the worst that can
happen is an emotion.

Now that you know:



You can allow
the emotion and 

the urge and
still take action!



1 Plan



Choose a goal.

Write down the steps.

Decide on the amount of

time needed.

Schedule it.



2 Allow



Distinguish the emotion.

Get started.

Ask yourself
the questions.



3 Do



Take the action while
allowing the emotion.

Celebrate wins!



4 Repeat



Want to explore further how to allow
your emotions?

"One thing I understand now is that thoughts
can change feelings - everything depends on your

thoughts.

Sign up for a consultation
https://www.staceymyers.com/consult

Things in my life had made me feel worthless
but you taught me how to see myself differently.

Thank you!"
 - Omira Aslam



Questions?


